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Dollar Calls the Tune for Stocks, Bonds, Oil
By TOM LAURICELLA

A joke making the rounds among stock investors is that they've all become currency traders. In recent
weeks, the relationship between moves in the dollar and stocks has been incredibly tight; as the dollar
rises, stocks fall and vice versa.

And it isn't just stocks. Links between the dollar, corporate bonds, energy prices and gold have grown
closer. Traders and analysts point to one factor as the cause: the Federal Reserve's efforts to flood the
financial markets with dollars. They say the Fed has created an unusual environment where investors
essentially have two choices -- hold onto dollars or buy something, anything else.

The connections between assets have been growing as investors become more fixated on how and when
the Fed will turn off the spigot.

The intensity of the links "tells me there is a lot of nervousness and a lot of fast money," says Michael
O'Rourke, a market strategist at BTIG.

As a result, some believe the markets are in a new bubble, driven by interest rates essentially at zero,
which will pop sooner rather than later. That camp includes Pimco's Bill Gross, who last week wrote that
the six-month rally in riskier assets, spurred on by the Fed and U.S. Treasury, "is likely at its pinnacle."

Others say it is a natural progression coming out of last year's turmoil. During times of stress, assets
tend to move in tandem. Those links gradually break on their own accord as investors focus more on
each asset class's fundamental outlook.

Either way, the immediate impact appears to be heightened swings in the market. Early in the year, as
dollars poured into the financial system, it was an easier decision to move out of cash and into beaten-
down stocks or other investments. Now, in the wake of big rallies in virtually every market, it is not such
an easy call. Traders are quicker to pull the trigger, rushing in and out of cash. If the Fed keeps money
flowing, it's better to hold other assets, but if it shuts off the spigot, being in cash becomes less painful.

That was evidenced late week when the Dow Jones Industrial Average swung back and forth across a
400-point range, capped by Friday's 249.85-point slump. Meanwhile, the U.S. dollar index, which
measures its value against a basket of currencies, rose 0.5%.
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"We've got this very unstable situation in which Fed policy is dictating the behavior of so many assets,"
says Dean Curnutt, president of Macro Risk Advisors. "The dollar is at the nexus of this."

Second-guessing the Fed will be even more heightened this week as the central bank's Federal Open
Market Committee meets to discuss interest-rate policy. Most analysts don't predict any rate increases
until next year, but officials are expected to discuss how to prepare investors for when that day comes.

Over the long term, different classes of investments tend to have predictable relationships, or
correlations. For example, U.S. Treasury prices usually move in the opposite direction of stocks,
typically because people buy Treasurys and sell stocks when they are worried about the economy, and do
the reverse as they get more optimistic. In market lingo those assets are inversely correlated.

But it is unusual to see such strong linkages on virtually a daily basis. "It's so pervasive," says Mr.
Curnutt. Watching the dollar and moves in the Standard & Poor's 500-stock index "is almost tick for
tick."

Correlations are measured on a scale from negative 100% -- when assets move in opposite directions all
the time -- to positive 100%, when they move consistently in the same direction. Readings above 50%
are deemed significant and the closer to 100%, the stronger the connection.

For example, for weekly percent changes in S&P 500 since the end of July, the U.S. dollar index has
been 60% inversely correlated -- meaning they move in opposite directions 60% of the time -- according
to Macro Risk Advisors data. In October, the link was even stronger with a 71% inverse correlation.

In contrast, between January 2007 and July 31 of this year, comparing weekly changes in the S&P 500
to the dollar resulted in a correlation of 2%, near perfect randomness. In other words, there was no link
between the two.

With the dollar as a common denominator, unusual correlations have also emerged between other
investments, such as stocks and crude oil. Over the last 15 years, oil and the S&P have had little steady
correlation, for the most part ranging from plus or minus 20%, data from BNP Paribas show. At the
extremes, the correlations reached plus or minus 40%.

But in mid-June oil and stocks hit a peak correlation of 75% -- the highest in the last 15 years. It has
fallen back toward 40%, but is still exceptionally high.

"It's the sheep effect," says Lionel Crassier, head of global equities and commodity derivatives,
Americas, at BNP Paribas Securities. "Whenever people don't know where we are going in terms of the
fundamentals, you get the herd mentality."

Opinions range on how these trends will play out. Mr. O'Rourke thinks that by year end some of the
correlations will begin to loosen as the focus turns to other fundamentals. As the U.S. economy
gradually improves the dollar should stabilize, but at levels that are still helpful to corporate earnings.
That, plus a better economy, should also help stocks, breaking that link.

When the increases come, Mr. Curnutt thinks even a relatively small move by the Fed, say to raise
interest rates to 1%, could shake the markets if done rapidly. Investors may find holding cash more
rewarding if they are not confident about the outlook for stocks, commodities or whatever else they've
been holding. "The markets could really sell off fast," he says.

Write to Tom Lauricella at tom.lauricella@wsj.com
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